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Abstract 
 
This study was conducted to find out the jargon used by barista in Coffee 
Corner Malangand also its word formation processes. The writer took 
barista in Coffee Corner Malang as the data source since they are classified 
as qualified baristas.  Furthermore, the writer took six steps in analyzing 
the data: underlining the utterances, coding the data, classifying the data, 
analyzing the data found, discussing the finding and drawing conclusion. 
The result show that there are 77 jargons used by barista in Coffee Corner 
Malang. The writer also found 6 process of 10 word formation processes in 
the jargon used by barista in Coffee Corner Malang, there are borrowing, 
coinage, compounding, acronym, derivation, and multiple processes. From 
the findings, we can conclude that barista jargons is a language 
phenomenon that really exists and becomes a part of  language variation 
and word formation process also take important roles in language 
development.  
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